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Material Logistics Agent

Apply Now

Company: Bombarbier

Location: Mexico

Category: business-and-financial-operations

When applicable, Bombardier promotes flexible and hybrid work policies. 

Why join us?

Bombardier is a global leader in aviation, focused on designing, manufacturing and servicing

the world's most exceptional business jets and specialized mission platforms. Bombardier has

been successful in setting the highest standards because we are a people-centric

business that fosters passion, diversity and authenticity. 

Prioritizing employee growth and development, we empower everyone to reach their full

potential on their own terms. 

Bombardier’s Benefits Program

With our employees’ well-being top of mind, we offer a comprehensive and competitive

Benefits Program, which includes the following: 

Insurance plans Dental, medical, life insurance, disability, and more

Competitive base salary 

Retirement savings plan 

Employee Assistance Program 

What are your contributions to the team?

Manage the procurement and flow of materials in order to meet scheduled operating needs

within the set budget. 

Ensure the timely delivery of parts.
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Supply all components to assembly line.

Be responsible for part delivery adherence to final line schedule.

Ensure disposal of obsolete/inactive inventory

Coordinate inter-site demand.

Reduce as much as possible discrepancies and deviation from the plans by proposing lasting

short-term solutions, and by raising the partners’ awareness to the impact of their work on

profitability, client satisfaction and the employees themselves.

Manage inventory level and in-flow.

Release planned orders to relevant purchasing documentation.

Manage activities of non-conforming materials to meet schedule.

Manage incoming shipments (traffic in-bound)

Ensure documentation is compliant to internal and external regulations (snags, C of Cs)

Ensure engineering and manufacturing configuration (MAC PAC)

Participate in improvement projects and demand to supply process (cost reductions, Six

Sigma, manufacturing improvements, TAC, BMIS, SAP, etc.)

Support program management by participating in program reviews and by providing the

information related to any changes in the schedules.

Support sourcing teams in negotiations and commodity projects.

How to thrive in this role?

You have a bachelor's degree in administration or operations management.

You have five (5) to eight (8) years of experience in Materials or Inventory Management

You have work or internship experience in external production (OP) an asset.

You have experience or knowledge of SAP an asset.

You have a strong sense of ethics and are customer-focused.



You have good analytical, planning, problem-solving and interpersonal skills are essential.

Now that you can see yourself in this role, apply and join the Bombardier family! 

Bombardier is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal

opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment

without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation,

national origin, genetics, age, disability status, veteran status, or any other characteristic

protected by Federal, National, or Local Laws. 

Job  Material Logistics Agent

Primary Location Aerospace Mexico (B.A.M)

Organization Aerospace Mexico (B.A.M)

Shift Day job

Employee Status Regular

Requisition 3770 Material Logistics Agent 

Apply Now
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